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It is shown that in strong magnetic fields the interaction of the conduction electrons with a homo
polar lattice leads to a number of special features. In particular, under certain conditions the 
formation of electron-phonon states-magnetic "condensons"-possessing a very distinctive 
spectral structure becomes possible. In this article the longitudinal effective mass of the mag
netic "condensons" is calculated in the limiting cases of strong and weak coupling, and also 
certain effects in semiconductors and semimetals which these states may lead to are indicated. 

I. INTRODUCTION. CLASSICAL CONSIDERATION OF 
A LATTICE 

1Nt1l it was shown that in strong magnetic fields the 
interaction of a conduction electron with a classical 
homopolar lattice leads to the appearance of self
consistent states in which the electron deforms the 
lattice and is localized in the region created by its 
deformation; these states are energetically more fav
orable states of a "bare" electron in an undeformed 
lattice. 

An attempt to find self-consistent states of a simi
lar kind in the absence of a magnetic field was first 
undertaken in the work by nergen and Pekar, r21 where 
it was shown that such states (called "condensons" by 
the authors) do not exist with dimensions significantly 
exceeding the lattice constant. 

The result of articler 2l is associated with the fact 
that without a magnetic field the appearance of a local 
electron state in a homopolar crystal requires a con
siderable deformation; in this connection for deforma
tions of large radius the energy losses because of the 
increase in the free energy of the lattice turn out to be 
larger than the gain due to localization of the electron. 
In a strong magnetic field an arbitrarily weak potential 
well leads to the appearance of localized electronic 
levelsPl therefore the self-consistent states obtained 
in[ll (in what follows we shall call them magnetic 
"condensons") are energetically favored. For the 
isotropic case the energy and wave function of a mag
netic "condenson" have the form 

Eo = -li2 I 2m'r,o2, 

1 exp {- rN 4po2} 
'i'o(r) = --===:--___o......o.._...:.....:__:__c..:__ 

lf4nr,opo ch(z/rzo) 

where rzo denotes the radius of the state 

(1) 

(2) 

li2 16,-po2ps2 (3) 
rzo = 2m*. e12 

m* is the effective mass of an electron, Po= ..J cn/eH 
is the characteristic length in the magnetic field H, e:1 
is the deformation potential constant, p is the density, 
s is the velocity of sound, p and z are cylindrical 
coordinates with the z axis directed along the magnetic 
field; the energy is measured from j.J.H. Under actual 

conditions rzo and Po are much larger than the lattice 
constant, which justifies the replacement of the lattice 
by an elastic continuum and the application of the ef
fective mass method. The free energy of a lattice con
taining a magnetic "condenson" amounts to ( J's) I E0 I, 
i.e., the self-energy of a magnetic "condenson" is 
equal to ( 7'3 ) I Eo 1. Formulas (1) and (2) are obtained 
under the assumption that the electron wave function 
may be expanded over the states of the first Landau 
band (with n =0). Taking the following bands into ac
count lowers the energy of a magnetic "condenson"; 
the corrections to Eo and l/! 0 arising in this connection 
are small provided 

lEo I = (~)·~ 1. (4) 
,.n r,o 

Condition (4) is well satisfied up to actually attainable 
magnetic fields. 

By the method of article[ll it is not difficult to ob
tain the energies and wave functions of the excited 
localized self-consistent states, if it is taken into ac
count that as a consequence of the axial symmetry of 
the problem these states must be numbered by the 
quantum number m, the projection of the electron 
orbital momentum in the direction of the magnetic 
field. In the approximation (4) we have 

Em = -li2 /2m'r,m2, (5) 
eimw exp {-p2/4po2} (p2/2po2)m/z ch-1 (z/rzm) 

IJlm(r)= · ' (6) 
y2n po lfm! l'2rzm 

r,m = (m!) 222m[(2m)!]-1r,o. (7) 

However, in view of the complexity of the problem in 
the general case there is no firm assurance that Eq. 
(6) exhausts all excited localized states of a magnetic 
''condenson.'' 

We note that the well-known theorem 1 :2 :3:4 from 
the theory of polaronst4 l is satisfied for the character
istic energies of the obtained magnetic "condenson." 
In general the picture of the behavior of a conduction 
electron in a homopolar crystal in the presence of a 
strong magnetic field in many respects coincides with 
the polaron picture; in this connection the coupling 
strength essentially depends on the magnitude of the 
magnetic field. 
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The transition from a classical consideration of the 
lattice to a quantum consideration leads to delocaliza
tion of the magnetic "condensons" and to the forma
tion of electron-phonon states with a distinctive spec
tral structure (these states will also be called mag
netic "condensons "). 

For the isotropic case and in the effective mass 
approximation the Hamiltonian of the system under 
consideration has the form 

H = 2~. ( P-1-~Ay + ~ liwk( ak•ak++) 

X~ (Vkakeikr -1- Vk •ak•e-ikr), 

(8) 

where ak and ak are phonon creation and annihilation 
operators, wk = sk, and the interaction of an electron 
with the phonons is written in the deformation potential 
approximation, i.e., Vk = iE 1.Jfik/2Vps (V is the vol
ume of the crystal). 

The longitudinal effective mass is determined by the 
dependence of the energy on the value of the projection 
of the total momentum in the direction of the magnetic 
field; the operator for this projection 

(9) 

commutes with H. 
In the following sections we calculate the longitudi

nal effective mass of a magnetic "condenson" in the 
limiting cases of strong and weak coupling, and also 
an attempt is made to ascertain the structure of the 
spectrum of these states. 

2. THE CASE OF STRONG COUPLING 

We shall use a variational method to construct the 
wave function of the ground state and of the states 
nearest to it (with small values of Pz) in the case of 
strong coupling. In this connection it is convenient to 
write the Hamiltonian in the coordinate representation, 
introducing dimensionless real normal coordinates q~ 
corresponding to traveling waves (see, for example,r 5 ) 

and the quantities Pk = -ia ja qk which are canonically 
conjugate to them: 

1 ( e )2 1 H=- p-1--A +-~ liwk(q~;.2-l-p~;.2) 
2m· 2 2 ~ 

-l'2 ~ IV~< I (qk sin kr + p~;. cos kr). 
(10) 

Although the quantities { qk} do not determine the 
geometrical configuration of the lattice, it is convenient 
to write the general form of a state possessing a def
inite value of Pz in terms of these coordinates: 

'l'"p,(r, {q~;}) = e•P.•/tl L at:.t_} exp {-iz_Lnkkz} n <Dnk (qk); (11) 
{"k} k 

the summation in (11) runs over all possible sets of the 

phonon occupation numbers {nk}; a{~k} are arbitrary 
functions of 75 and cp. First let us find a function oir 
having the form 

lf(r,{qk})=q>(r) ITFk(qk) 
k 

and giving a minimum of the functional 

E(lf, {Fk} )= S lf"Ill¥ ddl dqk 

under the condition 

S lf"lf d"' II dqk = 1. 

(12) 

(13) 

Minimizing E with respect to Fk for fixed 
cp ( J I cp 12 dT = 1) leads to the result 

IT { (q~~.-qko(ro)) 2 } lf,, = Aq>(r- r0) cxp 2 , 
It 

where A is a normalizing factor; 

£j s Qko(ro)= • l!p(r-ro)!Ze-i(kr-:t/2ld"f. 
l'Vrs-liwk 

(14) 

(15) 

T The electronic part +r 0 in this connection should be 
a normalized extremum of the functional 

S (p + eA/c)Z el S 
J(q>)= !p" 2m• q>d"f- 2ps2 IIPI'dr, (16) 

which appeared in r 11 in connection with a classical 
consideration of the lattice. Thus, if in the expansion of 
cp one can confine oneself to only states of the first 
Landau band (the possibility of such an expansion as 
usual is determined by condition (4)), then cp coincides 
with 1/Jo in formula (2 ). The reason for this consists in 
the fact that one can regard (12) as an adiabatic approx
imation, where cp is determined for equilibrium values 
of the displacements in the ground state. 

Now let us construct a superposition of states olfr 0 

with different r 0 • Since all r 0 are equivalent, then in 
order to calculate the longitudinal effective mass it is 
necessary to select functions of the form 

(17) 

where Apz is a normalization factor, but r 0 has a 
unique nonvanishing component z0 • It is easy to show 
that +pz is an eigenfunction of (9) corresponding to 
the eigenvalue Pz. Without citing the extremely cum
bersome intermediate calculations of the quantity 

(18) 

let us write down the first two terms of its expansion 
in powers of Pz, which determine the energy of the 
ground state and the longitudinal effective mass: 

E(Pz)=Eo\/ 1-2~ln/z)+~ ~ liwk +~W(l,lz), 
d~ 2 2m• / 22 

(19) 

where Eo is defined by formula (1); 

""s y3 { ycthy-1} 
It(~)= shy exp ~ sh2y dy, 

0 

(20) 

""s y { ycthy-1} h(~)= -h exp ~ h2 dy, 
0 s y s y 

(21) 

and 
d d 

W(J,lz)=lt-12 -lz-11 (22) 
d~ d~ 

is the Wronskian of the linearly independent functions 
11({3) and 12({3), i.e., for all {3 we have W(11, 12 ).., 0. 
The dimensionless quantity {3 determines the strength 
of the coupling: 

p = 2}'; Eopo ~ II''· (23) 
lis 

The physical meaning of p is especially clear if it is 
taken into consideration that fis/p 0 represents the 
average energy of the acoustic phonons, which most 
actively interact with an electron in a strong magnetic 
field. Sint:e 

. d 1 
hm-ln/2 -
,_...,d~ - 3 ' (24) 
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then the self-energy of a magnetic "condenson" tends 
to ( Ya) I Eo I as {3- ao, i.e., to its value for a classical 
lattice. As one would expect, the energy of the ground 
state E ( 0) is lower than the minimum of the functional 
(13) for functions of the form (12 ). 

The longitudinal effective mass Mj1 of a "condenson" 
is given by 

Mu* /22 

m• W(I, / 2 ) 

(25) 

For the validity of the method used in this section, it is 
necessary that the inequality 

Mu* ~m·. 
(26) 

be satisfied, which at the present time apparently falls 
outside the framework of experimental feasibilities. 

A machine calculation of M~ according to formula 
(25) gives the following result for {3 =5; Mt =2.6 m*, 
and for {3 = 10 we have Mt = 6.2 m*: 

It is not difficult to carry out a calculation of the 
longitudinal effective mass for a classical considera
tion of the lattice. The expression obtained in this 
connection agrees with the asymptotic form of (25) as 
as {3- ao; 

M* 4 
---4-::::: -1" ~2 + 0(~). m u 

(27) 

We note that the values of {3 at which the asymptotic 
form (27) appears are considerably larger than those 
at which inequality (26) begins to be satisfied. 

3. THE CASE OF WEAK COUPLING 

In this case it is more convenient to use the Hamil
tonian written in the form (8 ). Let us calculate the 
longitudinal effective mass to second order in pertur
bation theory. As a basis for the electron part we 
choose the functions 

' r = -"'~ eiP ,zfh ( p2 )"'/2 cxp : ~ p'~~p'uj (2 8) 
'I'm. 1 • ( ) v' Zn- vL 2p~ Po v m! 

with m 2: 0, i.e., we again confine our attention to 
states of the first Landau band; for this purpose in the 
case of weak coupling the quantity JlH must be larger 
than the characteristic energy of the phonons which are 
actively interacting with the electron: 

lis I PoflH ""'0 < 1. (29) 

For m* = m 0 inequality (29) is well satisfied for 
H > 10 5 Oe. Writing the basis in cylindrical coordinates 
is dictated by the axial symmetry of the problem; one 
can show that as a consequence of the isotropy of the 
crystal, functions (28) with different values of m are 
not coupled by the interaction Hamiltonian in second
order perturbation theory, i.e., 

~ (H;nthi.•(Hint)l.•l." = c,_,_., Omm", (30) 
,_. E~.-E,., 

where A = ( { nk}; m, pz) denotes the set of quantum 
numbers which characterize the stationary states of 
Ho (H = Ho +Hint). 

As the initial state we choose A = ( { 0 }; m, Pz ). A 
simple calculation leads to the following expression for 
the second-order correction to the electron's energy: 

E~l m= ~(K- (lik,-p,) 2 lisk)-1exp{-kp2p02/2}1Vkl 2,(31) 
z k 2m* 2m* 

where kz and kp denote the components of k, respec
tively, along and transverse to the magnetic field. 
Thus, in second-order perturbation theory the degener
acy in m is not removed. 

With the aid of Eq. (31) one can write the relative 
change of the longitudinal effective mass as follows: 

11111' = 1 -l---4_-y~,y;, I e-6'Ydy I {x-y-;;-+.lfdx (32) 
m* rr(2rr)'i• 0 0 (x+Vx+y) 3 

A numerical calculation indicates that the inner inte
gral in (32) for y > 0.1 coincides with its asymptotic 
expression ( Ya) 'Tfy- 114 correct to within 1 to 2%: There
fore, for o < 1 when the contribution of the outer inte
gral over the interval ( 0, Yw ) is small, one can repre
sent expression (32) with an error of the order of 1% in 
the form 

Mu'-m' 
m' 

11m' 1 ( 3) 1 - ---=-r - -- :::::04 m' 2 4 (2n) 'I• y~ · y~. (33) 

Thus, it turns out that in the weak coupling limit the 
longitudinal effective mass is determined by the same 
parameter {3 as for strong coupling although the energy 
E0 , with the aid of which the quantity {3 was introduced, 
loses its clear physical meaning in the case of weak 
coupling. 

Formula (33) is valid under the condition t.m* << m*, 
which corresponds to {3 « 1. However, for typical 
semiconductors and magnetic fields of 10 5 to 106 Oe, 
the quantity {3 = 0( 1). In the case of intermediate 
coupling an attempt to evaluate the effective mass of a 
magnetic "condenson" with the aid of the methods 
which are applicable in the theory of polarons[6 ' 7 l en
countered a number of fundamental difficulties. If one 
"matches" expressions (2 5) and (33 ), extrapolating 
them to the region {3 = 0(1 ), then as a result a very 
smooth curve is obtained which gives t.m* ""' 0,5 m* 
for {3 = 1. Although the thus obtained values of the ef
fective mass can only be justified emotionally, it is 
difficult to conceive of anything which would allow a 
large error in this connection. 

4. MAGNETIC ''CONDENSONS'' IN SEMICONDUCTORS 
AND SEMIMET ALS 

In conclusion let us make a few remarks about pos
sible manifestations of magnetic "condensons." Any 
important effects associated with them can appear only 
in an "ultraquantum" case, when the characteristic 
energy of the "bare" electrons, measured from JlH, is 
considerably smaller than JlH and at temperatures 
less than the self-energy of a magnetic "condenson." 
These conditions apparently are realized for certain 
semiconductors and semimetals in magnetic fields of 
105 to 106 Oe for temperatures of the order uf a few 
degrees. 

The role of the anisotropy of the bare effective mass 
of the electrons may turn out to be extremely impor
tant. If the equal-energy surfaces near the bottom of 
the band are ellipsoids of revolution, as they are in 
Ge and Si, then all of the formulas obtained for the 
case of a scalar effective mass remain in force if the 
magnetic field is directed along the axis of revolution. 
In this connection the longitudinal mass m fl ( {3 ~ m~) 
of the electron appears in the expressions for the self
energy and for the longitudinal mass of the magnetic 
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"condenson," but the criteria (4) and (29) are better 
satisfied the smaller the electron's transverse mass 
m!. Therefore, for example, in Ge where m~ Rl20 ml, 
magnetic "condensons" should appear most clearly of 
all for magnetic field directions which are close to the 
directions of the largest axes of the effective mass 
ellipsoids. 

We note that a calculation of the spectrum of a mag
netic "condenson" without using perturbation theory 
leads to the removal of the degeneracy in m; for a 
classical consideration of the lattice this splitting is 
determined by formula (5 ). The removal of the degen
eracy in m may lead to the appearance of a number of 
peaks in the density of states of the magnetic "con
densons," i.e., the corresponding region of the absorp
tion spectrum must bear a clearly expressed non
monotonic character. 

The effects of magnetic "condensons" as charge 
carriers will be considered in a separate article. We 
only note that in a transverse electric field the nature 
of the motion of a magnetic "condenson" may differ 
from diffusive motion, to which the existing theories of 
galvanomagnetic phenomena in semiconductors and 
semimetals in the presence of strong magnetic fieldsra,aJ 
lead. 

I wish to take this opportunity to express my grati
tude to I. M. Lifshitz, E. I. Rashba, V. L. Vinetski'i, and 

V. P. Gala'iko for a discussion of this work and for 
valuable comments. 
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